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100 Hotel Promotion Ideas   

 

1. Themed events 

2. Packages 

3. Try before your buy 

4. One off activities unique to your hotel 

5. Activity Packages 

6. Anniversaries, national and international days & holidays 

7. One off activities unique to your hotel 

8. Supplier promotions 

9. Price promotions 

10. Loyalty programme promotions 

11. Promotions centred on your 'expert' topic 

12. Early Bird Promotions  

13. Seasonal promotions 

14. Competitions and prize draws 

15. Upgrades 

16. Promotion of the month 

17. Vouchers 
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Packages 

 

Bundling a number of your services or products together is great way of offering value for 

money, and encourages your customers to try something that they might not otherwise buy. 

Don't be scared off by what, on paper, looks like a small margin when you cost everything in; 

the more you include in your offer the less likely it is that everyone will take up all parts of the 

offer. For example 2 nights stay including dinner, bed and breakfast, afternoon tea, up to 2 

free spa treatments. the chances are that most customers will only take up a proportion of 

these offers. The important thing is that you make the offer excellent value for money, 

irresistible and prompt a booking. 

 

The permutations are almost endless, especially if you look beyond your own facilities and join 

up with partners.  Here are a few potential deals and packages for you to get the ball rolling: 

 

Any combination of what you already offer within the hotel 

1. Two nights B&B to include first night dinner - this encourages your guests to eat in the 

hotel and provide an increased spend on wines and spirits. 

2. Fixed-price 2 or 3 course table d'hôte.  

3. Gourmet weekend to include two nights bed and breakfast, six course dinner and 

pre-dinner drinks on Saturday night, use of all leisure/spa facilities.  

4. Murder mystery evening including dinner, period costumes, overnight 

accommodation and breakfast 

5. Order a starter and a main course and get a glass of champagne included 

6. Eat in the restaurant on a Wednesday evening and receive a signed copy of chef's 

latest recipe book 
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Try before your buy 

 

Give people the opportunity to sample what you offer in person or bringing a guest for free.  

This type of promotion is a great way of encouraging people to try something new or entice 

them away from another venue with no risk to them.  Examples include: 

 

7. Taster evenings for your new menu for your local neighbourhood or regular 

customers. You don't need to give a full-blown meal, just a sampling of different 

menu items. Although the food will be free people will still be buying drinks. If you 

do this prior to your normal service times it might also encourage people to stay on 

for a full-blown meal. Offer vouchers or discounts for all those who attend for 

subsequent visit 

8. Wine tastings, particularly when you are changing your wine list. Your wine 

merchant might also provide some sponsorship for this.  

9. Invite local clubs, associations and business groups to use your meeting facilities free 

of charge for their first meeting. 

10. Invite representatives from your local tourist office to try out your facilities and 

experience what you offer first-hand. This means you will be the first venue to come 

to mind when asked. 

11. Invite front of house staff from local tourist attractions to sample what you have to 

offer so they can make recommendations to their visitors. 

12. Invite existing customers to bring a friend with them for free (your existing customers 

are your best form of referral and by bringing a friend you are increasing the loyalty 

of the existing customer). 

13. Offer first conference booking free if they book a series of events. 

14. Invite social secretaries from local clubs to a function menu tasting. 

15. Invite PAs and secretaries from local businesses to a networking meeting enabling 

them to sample your meeting and conference facilities. 

16. Offer a lunch or dinner for 4 to potential wedding parties. 

17. Set up a networking event for local trades people enabling them to sample your 

food and meeting facilities, so they might refer you to their customers. 

 

All the above suggestions are an ideal risk free way to give your customers and prospects 

confidence in what you are able to provide. But, even more importantly, this starts to build a 

relationship and loyalty towards you. 
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One off activities unique to your hotel 

 

Use your location, your team, your building, anything that is unique as a basis for a promotion 

which cant be offered in the same way by anyone else 

18. Themed evenings e.g. if your building has an interesting history put on a historical 

banquet, if you have a crochet lawn, set up a crochet challenge, or anything 

based around something that either makes you, your team or your hotel unique  

19. Tie in with local activities such as flower shows, exhibitions, festivals, and sporting 

events and offer vouchers to the organisers of the events to give to visitors (see 

ideas below on vouchers) 

20. What do you supply in your hotel which guests love - can you make this a free gift 

(e.g. personalised toiletries) with every booking - which acts as a reminder of you 

once they get home 

21. If you have a wine cellar put on a wine tasting and cellar tour, and ask your wine 

merchant for input. 
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Activity Packages 

 

Put together packages of everything guests need for an activity weekend or break, which 

includes access to sporting facilities, and hire of equipment, maybe even personal tuition or 

coaching (obviously as a joint venture with the appropriate club or venue) 

22. Midweek fishing break including two nights bed and breakfast; fishing permit, bait 

and equipment hire; pack lunch; and dinner at choice of hotel restaurant or 

partner restaurant 

23. VIP Day trip to 6 nations rugby (or any other event) including: Full English breakfast 

prior to departure, transport to and from venue in executive coach, tickets to the 

event, 3 course lunch in hospitality marquee, supper on return. 

24. Biking break including mountain bikes or road bikes (either the hotel's own or hired 

from your local bike hire shop), helmets, packed lunched or special deal with local 

pubs, planned routes and maps, highlighting places of interest on route. 

25. It’s a knock out contest with local outdoor activity centre or stage your own if your 

grounds permit - invite local businesses and clubs to form their own teams - offer 

different types of packages with and without accommodation. 

26. Nature trail or bird watchers break, bringing in a local expert of organisation. 

27. Murder mystery or crime solving weekend (one hotel I know runs a CSI themed 

team building event with their own Scotland Yard detective!) 
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Anniversaries, national and international days and holidays 

 

Think about your local community, your staff and where your customers come from.  Are there 

special dates on the calendar that lend themselves as an excuse to celebrate?  Unlike 

seasonal events, which will have a lot of competition, one off days and holidays are a good 

way to boost sales for a specific day or two during otherwise quiet periods.  Everyone 

promotes Valentine's Day, Mothers' Day, and Fathers' Day.  Be different, and celebrate some 

more unusual dates. 

 

 

28. Saints days: St Patrick's Day, St Georges Day 

29. Mid Summer's Day 

30. If you have a high number of overseas visitors (or staff) are there dates they like to 

celebrate: Independence Day, Bastille Day, Chinese New Year.  Even if you don't, 

it's an excuse to do something different that might grab the attention of your target 

audience. 

31. On this day in history: Guy Fawkes' Night, VE Day, first man on the moon, coronation, 

celebrity birthday or anniversary of their death 

32. Celebrate important dates on the hotel's calendar: The anniversary of the hotel 

opening, a refurbishment, a new arrival to the team, even your birthday is an 

'excuse' to offer something special 

 

With a bit of imagination you can base a whole themed event around the day with special 

menus, fancy dress, memorabilia and related activities.  Invite locals too to join in the 

celebrations, and involve your staff in the preparations - these can be run events to run and a 

good way of gaining staff buy in. 
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Joint Promotions  

Using an of the above potential joint venture partners gives you potential for a joint promotion, 

but here are a few ideas t get the ball rolling. 

 

Don’t be put off by the fact that these businesses may only attract locals - Their customers will 

pass on your details and recommend you to their friends, relations and colleagues.  E.g. your 

local hairdressers of beauty salon may have a client who is getting married and needs to find 

a venue, and places for her family to stay. A local business will have visitors with people 

needing accommodation. Your local Cricket Club may be holding an event and need a 

venue and accommodation for those that want a drink and not have to worry about the 

drive home. 

 

33. Stay any Saturday night in January (or your quietest month) and get two free top 

price tickets for your local theatre, the pantomime or attraction. Run this as a Joint 

Venture with the theatre/attraction. 

34. Team up with local boutiques for a fashion week (or month) to coincide with the 

arrival of new season stock, and staging fashion shows, exclusive shopping evenings 

and discount vouchers at the boutiques.   

35. Gardeners' mid week spring package - arrange talks from a local garden designer 

or nursery, arrange a visit to local gardens of interest (where you have arranged 

minimal admission prices or free in return for an invitation to the hotel, arrange 

discount for your guests at specialist nurseries or plant centres 

36. Offer a pampering and beauty promotion as a joint venture with your local salons, 

spa and hairdressers - you provide guests with discount vouchers or better still 

include treatments in the price of the package, and they in turn promote the hotel 

and your facilities sending their customers to you.   
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Supplier promotions 

 

Ask your suppliers what promotions they have scheduled for the year.  Some of these may be 

perfect to pass on to your customers to give added value.  The obvious ones will be food and 

wine suppliers, but there may be other areas too: 

37. Your toiletries supplier offering products as gifts (especially to coincide with Mothers' 

Day or Christmas) 

38. Your wine supplier for Fathers' Day, the arrival of a new wine from a celebrated 

vineyard, or end of bin offers 

39. Grocery supplier on luxury items and hampers as gift for guests, guest purchases, or 

as prizes for a competition or draw 

40. Your local butcher to offer special rates for guests on locally farmed meat that you 

serve in the hotel  

 

You might also tem up with your suppliers to run events, where they provide information and 

maybe even give demonstrations, and invite their customers too to the event.  E.g. 

41. Your florist to run flower arranging workshops 

42. Your baker to give a bread making demonstration 

43. Your green grocer to give information and a talk on organic gardening or growing 

your own vegetables 

44. If you buy your toiletries from a local supplier who makes them from their own 

ingredients (e.g. a lavender grower) to give a talk on the production process and 

qualities of natural ingredients, and put together an exclusive gift package for your 

guests 

45. Your wine supplier to host a wine tasting and off sales of discounted wine and 

supply the wines for the dinner 

46. Your accountant to host a seminar on taxation…  

 

Anything that might be of special interest to your customers 
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Price promotions 

 

It’s a bit of a given that a lot of people will always want a good ‘deal’ but there are different 

ways of doing this.  

 

The difficulty is that drastic price reductions might only increase occupancy levels slightly, but 

can have a negative impact on your customer's perception of quality, a massive impact on 

your margins and, once cut, it is extremity difficult to put prices back up again. 

 

It's easy to be the ‘cheapest’ but this is a hard game to play, as it's so easy for your 

competitors to match or undercut your prices further. So stop thinking about price being your 

differentiator and start thinking about value. 

 

You need to firstly understand what your perfect customer perceives as good value. Then you 

need to translate this into your pricing.  If your perfect customer says they want the ‘cheapest’ 

alter what's included in the price rather than lowering the price to offer a package which 

represents good value to them but doesn’t damage your bottom line. In other words, include 

some extras that raise the value, but allow you still to make a profit.  

 

Most of the packages mentioned earlier could be included here, but in addition some other 

ideas include 

 

47. Stay 2 nights get 3rd night free 

48. Spend over £900 on your holiday and we’ll provide free airport car parking 

49. 10% off your second week stay or your return visit 

50. Free breakfast for all conference day delegates 

51. Free dinner, bed and breakfast for conference organiser 

52. Free guided tour of xx Gardens included 

53. Buy one evening meal and get the 2nd main course free 

 

You get the idea.  Its all about getting a sale first and offering added ‘value’ once the income 
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is at a level you’re happy with in terms of margin.  It’s not about cutting your margin to a thin 

sliver and hoping the customer will buy more… as they might not! 

 

Also these ‘deals’ can be made unique to you with some subtle tweaks (e.g. you write the 

guide book, its your award winning chef’s evening meal, the half day your is a with a guide 

where you’ve designed the itinerary). 

 

The goal is to get the sale, so the deal does not need to apply to everything - just the price 

sensitive items. So on accommodation just apply the offer to your room rate on nights with low 

occupancy, but all extras (and popular nights) remain at full price; in the restaurant just apply 

the offer to your main courses, but all starters, side orders, deserts and drinks will still be at full 

normal price. The room rate and main course are normally the prices that customers will look 

at first so from their perspective this offers great value for money.  Result - a booking you might 

not have otherwise had, and no negative impact on your margins on the full price items. 
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Loyalty programme promotions 

 

These have an element of exclusivity, which give them an automatic perception of scarcity 

and therefore prompt attention.  They are a good way of rewarding loyal customers and 

encouraging them to keep buying from you to accumulate their points or rewards. 

 

Give incentives to keep spending by offering progressively better value rewards the higher 

their spending. 

 

Monitoring their rewards levels does not have to be complicated - just a simple card that gets 

stamped is all you need, but keep a track of people's rewards levels so you can remind them 

when they are nearing a reward threshold to encourage them to visit or spend more to reach 

this. 

 

Your rewards need to suit your target audience - something that is of real value to them or 

regarded as special, but still of low enough cost for you to remain in profit. If your customer's 

bill is normally paid by a third party (e.g. business expenses) make the offer something they 

can benefit from personally - otherwise there is little incentive! 

 

54. Bring a guest for free 

55. Free upgrades 

56. Free weekend break 

57. Extra night free 

58. Exclusive use of special guest facilities e.g. 'members' lounge',  

59. VIP access to  

60. Members' access to sister sport's facility  

61. Offering 'secret' or special items not available to other guests 

 

In fact any 'special deal' can be applied as an incentive for loyal customers 
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For customers to qualify for a reward may be dependent on something other than just their 

spending level. How about rewarding customers who: 

 

■ Give you glowing testimonials 

■ Follow you on Twitter and RT your messages 

■ Refer you to others 

■ Give you names and contact details of potential customers 
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Promotions centred on your 'expert' topic 

 

One way of capturing the interest of your customers or prospects is to become an 'expert' in 

something that they are interested in.  Any promotions centred on your expert topic are very 

difficult for your competition to copy; therefore they will really stand out.  And having a 

specific area of expertise also makes it easier for you to find a forum to promote your offer, 

and find prospective joint ventures. 

 

This then gives you the opportunity to write articles, post blogs or maybe even run clubs or 

seminars in your hotel relevant to the topic. Any of these can form great PR and an 

opportunity to attract the attention of your prospects, and are also a fantastic way to help 

you build your list. 

 

62. If you have a spa you could write articles about different treatments and therapies, 

and put together your own small guide, which becomes part of your promotion 

63. If your hotel is popular with golfers you could include tips from a golf pro, blog about 

golf tournaments, or be a critique on various local courses, with an offer based 

around a golfing holiday or weekend 

64. If you have a particular hobby or interest in classic cars you might want to promote 

classic car events in the area, write about the events, and maybe even chart your 

own progress with your own car if you have one. Then set up promotions around 

these events (maybe jointly with the organisers) 

65. If you have a particularly extensive or unusual wine list and want to make this a 

feature you could write about the wines, or ask your wine supplier to write articles 

for you. Then build this up into one of the wine related events mentioned earlier 

66. If you have an unusual or particularly renowned menu, using local ingredients, put 

together your own recipe book. You may even want to include the source of some 

of your ingredients and maybe get your key suppliers to share the costs.  Then offer 

cookery lessons or courses centred around your signature dishes 

67. If you love gardening then write up a guide to all the local gardens to visit in your 

area and perhaps hold a tour of your own hotel gardens. Then organise promotions 

based around garden visits, design or garden maintenance talks, plan your own 

gardeners question time or quiz and put all this together in a Gardeners Promotional 

mid week package, with sponsorship and special deals with a local nursery 
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If your passion appeals to your perfect customers it will make your job of marketing your hotel 

and making it unique so much easier.  And it's much easier to be enthusiastic and passionate 

about something that interests you and this enthusiasm will translate into bookings if managed 

smartly. 

In addition your expert topic gives you the opportunity to write articles, post blogs or maybe 

even run clubs or seminars in your hotel relevant to the topic. Any of these can form great PR 

and an opportunity to attract the attention of your prospects, and are also a fantastic way to 

help you build your list, as well as bringing your promotion to the attention of a wider 

audience. 
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Early Bird Promotions  

 

Give your customers an incentive to book in advance rather than leaving things to the last 

minute or on an ad hoc basis - this way you have a better chance of securing the booking 

and it help with your planning (and cash flow too if they pay a deposit). 

 

You might offer a special price for bookings made by a certain date but you can be more 

creative with your early bird promotions: 

 

68. Order a picnic lunch the night before and get a half bottle of wine included 

69. Book your spa treatment on check in and receive a voucher for £10 worth of spa 

products, plus 25% off your second treatment 

70. Free guide book when you pay your deposit 

71. Book by x date and be entered into a prize draw 

72. Book for your Mother's Day lunch by end of February and receive a bouquet of 

flowers for Mum 

73. Book your weekend break more than 6 weeks in advance and get a 

complimentary upgrade 

74. Book your meeting room one moth in advance and get complimentary breakfast 

on arrival 
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Seasonal promotions 

 

Running promotions at times when there is a lot of demand but inevitably a lot of competition 

too.  The key with these is to plan ahead. Because your customers know that lots of other 

places will be offering other deals you need to ensure there is a real incentive to book early.  

(See Early Bird Promotions for more ideas) 

 

You also need to be offering something different than your competition - what will make your 

offer stand out above the rest? What will be attractive to your target audience? 

75. Easter for the family market - include Children's Easter Egg hunt, and other fun family 

activities 

76. Christmas - decide if your audience want the traditional fare or do you do an 

alterative Christmas lunch or parties for those who really want to get away from the 

norm 

77. Can you help customers with their Christmas preparations - party organisers get a 

free turkey a hamper, case of wine or gift voucher for your local butcher or wine 

merchant to make their own choice (as a joint venture withy your suppliers) 

78. Summer holidays - what activities and entertainment can you include for even the 

wettest summer's day (organised on site or as a joint venture with local venues) 

79. Mothers' day include a very special personalised gift for Mum that others can't copy 

80. Father's Day with some activity or entertainment suitable for Dad (suitable for their 

age group/interests) which has to be pre booked - to prompt advance bookings 
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Competitions and prize draws 

 

These are a good way of reaching out to prospective customers and building your list in 

advance of future promotions.  Competition and prize draws can be a good way building 

rapport and goodwill with existing customers.  At the same time they can be attracting the 

attention of prospects with little or no risk to them, whilst in return for entering you are able to 

build your list in advance of future promotions and offers. 

 

Use your joint venture partners too - to help promote your competition, but maybe to provide 

or sponsor prizes too. 

 

81. Attend x event and be entered for our prize draw to win £xx worth of vouchers for 

(wine, plants, etc what ever appeals to your customers) 

82. Send in recipes (or similar) for chef to choose new dishes - if yours wins you get a 

dinner for 4 featuring your recipe on the new menu. 

83. Name your new restaurant and win £200 vouchers for you or your friends to use in 

the hotel 

84. Book your Christmas party by x date and enter our prize draw for a special 

Christmas Hamper (including lots of your unique goodies such as home made 

Christmas Pudding made to chef's special recipe, hand made chocolate truffles, 

etc. I'm sure you get the idea! 

85. Come for lunch Monday to Thursday (or any specified time frame) and be entered 

into your prize draw for your chef to cook a 4 course dinner in their own home for 

up to 6 people 

86. If you are family hotel sponsor a school competition or set up your own on a theme 

that attracts attention to the hotel - it could be as simple as a colouring or painting 

competition based on a particular local landmark or related to a feature of the 

hotel.  

 

Note, that many of these ideas include something from the hotel as the prize, ensuring further 

value to what you offer, and ensuring that winners at least will have a first hand experience of 

the hotel and a memento after the event to show or share with others.  This also creates 

goodwill and loyalty and therefore a greater chance of further business either directly or 

indirectly. 

Of course, for any type of competition or draw, make a big feature of the prize giving inviting 

competitors, sponsors, local customers and press for further exposure. 
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Upgrades 

 

A variation on price promotions is offering free upgrades on availability. People often remark 

that once you have flown first class you'll never want to go back to economy! This follows the 

same principle - giving people a taste for your best offers, services and products can 

encourage them to upgrade at their own expense next time around.  

 

It also leaves them with a better experience than they may have expected which promotes a 

talking point and a great way to prompt testimonials and get referrals. 

 

You can offer upgrades on most of your items not just rooms. E.g. 

 

87. Get a free evening meal with a stay of 2 nights or more (effectively upgrading to 

half board) 

88. Pay for a continental breakfast when you book and upgrade to our full English at no 

extra cost 

89. Stay 2 or more nights and get a free upgrade to a suite or executive room (on 

availability) 

 

Depending on the services offered by your hotel, you can effectively upgrade on any of these 

in return for advance booking, longer stays, deposits paid, or anything else that helps your in 

some way.  But it doesn't have to be conditional - offer an upgrade anyway on arrival if you 

know you wont otherwise let that that room - this give the customer something unexpected 

and special to remember you by and promote goodwill and loyalty. 
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Promotion of the month 

 

If your customers get to know that you feature different things each month this gives them an 

incentive to check you out to see what you have on offer this month.  Even if they are not 

interested in the offer this might still be enough to get their booking, but even if not it keeps 

you in their mind and gives you a reason to keep in touch 

 

90. Wine of the month buy 2 glasses and get the rest of the bottle free 

91. Featured wine region (or food region) of the month - 15% off all wines (dishes) from 

the region - ask your wine merchant or suppliers to sponsor this! 

92. Your restaurant could feature different seasonal ingredients of the month - e.g. 

make a point of dishes including locally grown asparagus in June, Strawberries in 

July, Raspberries in August, Chilli dishes in September and so on. 

93. Base your promotional around unusual seasonal or special events - pick on 

something your competitors won't be doing too. 

94. Monthly promotions could be based on any of the previous types of promotions 

mentioned - but draw up a schedule in advance so you can ensure variety and 

with your themes and what's actually on offer 
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Vouchers 

 

Vouchers are another great way to encourage people to try things they might not otherwise 

buy.  Your objective with existing customers should be to get them back for more, or 

experience something they would not normally buy.  Or you want them to pass their vouchers 

on to their friends, and family or your prospects to experience your hotel's offers and services 

once at low risk in the hope they will like it so much that they come back again. So vouchers 

need to be for the best of what you offer. 

 

95. Spend over £200 and get a 15% discount off your next booking (if taken within x 

period). This could be off the room rate, or could be on specific services, e.g. just on 

wine, or just on spa treatments (obviously the initial spend needs to be appropriate.  

The key here is to prompt a further booking 

96. Stay for dinner on your first night and get a voucher for a free bottle of wine/free 

main course with your dinner the next evening  (encouraging at least 2 nights in 

your restaurant) 

97. Book your Christmas function by 30th September and receive vouchers for lunch for 

4 people  

98. Book a spa weekend and get £60 voucher to spend on spa products (run jointly 

with your spa products supplier) 

99. Give vouchers to your joint venture partners to give to their loyal customers for 

money off or receive a discount on certain products or services to encourage them 

in for a first visit 

100. Give us the names of friends, family or colleagues who may be interested in 

receiving details of our offer and we will send them a voucher worth 20% discount 

or £x off their first booking 

 

  

 

For a complete step-by-step training programme on running 

profitable promotions visit:  http://www.zealcoaching.com/products-

rescources/promotion-programme/  


